Pluralsight Guidelines

Videos From Pluralsight

Capella offers an extensive library of instructional videos from Pluralsight as a part of this course. These videos offer up-to-date content that is professionally aligned, relevant, and professionally credible. Specific instructions for accessing these videos are located in Unit 1.

For direct access to Pluralsight’s entire library of more than 4,500 online courses focusing on software development, IT infrastructure, and creative skills, at no added cost:

**Note:** Be sure to visit Pluralsight through the courseroom first. This will activate your account.

2. Sign in using your preferred courseroom e-mail address.
3. Update your password if needed (you will be required to do so the first time you log in).

Access Pluralsight Videos

Select the title of the Video Resource activity to access Pluralsight’s catalog. Browse or search for videos of interest to you.

Create an Account

The first time you access the Pluralsight environment it will ask you to create an account. Since Capella provides this resource for you, your Capella email account is pre-populated so you simply need to select Create Account. Note that you will not see this screen on subsequent visits to Pluralsight through the courseroom.
Code School

The Code School activities are not currently used in Capella courses. Simply close this window to access the videos.

Video Menus

For ease of access to specific information, each Pluralsight video is divided into sections.
If sections have been selected for a particular unit in your course, you’ll see them listed in the Video Resource activity as shown below. You are welcome to explore other sections of interest.

**Video Library**

While selected videos are identified for you in your Capella courses, the full library of instructional videos from Pluralsight is available to you as a part of this course. Use the Search or Browse options to find other videos.

**Pluralsight Technical Support**

If you experience issues with Pluralsight, refer to the following support information:

- **Email:** support@pluralsight.com
- **Phone:** (801) 784-9007
- **Phone support hours:** 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM MT Monday – Friday